Understanding Power Testing Applications for Today’s Automobiles
The pursuit of more energy-efficient vehicles such as vehicles that run on alternative fuels, and hybrid and all-electric vehicles is driving technological advances in high power semiconductors, battery technology, battery charging, and drivetrain systems. These technological advances are leading to new components and systems that are being integrated into the automobiles of today and tomorrow. Designing, characterizing, and testing these components and systems requires instrumentation capable of making precise measurements over a wide dynamic range and under a wide range of conditions.

New high power semiconductors must be tested beyond their specifications and under environmental extremes to ensure reliability in any weather condition. For power efficiency, these devices must operate to as near-ideal device performance as possible.

Testing the powertrain of electric and hybrid vehicles to achieve low overall emissions, maximum efficiency, the longest travel distance, and high reliability is critical for gaining consumer acceptance and growing market share in a highly competitive market. Thus, the losses in each power conversion state of the drivetrain—from charger to power electronics inverter—must be minimized. The designers must be capable of fully characterizing their sub-systems and system, and manufacturing must have the complete set of test tools to ensure that they are installing high quality systems into the vehicle. The major systems that require detailed characterization and test are:

- **The battery and its charging and monitoring systems**—AC–DC electrical charging, electromechanical (regenerative braking) charging system, and RF charging system, and inductive coupling. Today's and future electric and hybrid vehicles may have one or more of these systems. This system also monitors the state of the battery.
- **DC-DC power supplies** for lighting and all other electronic/ electromechanical functions.
- **Drivetrain motor control system**—the power inverter sub-system for power delivery, the sensing and torque control system.
- **Electric motor**—Three-phase, permanent magnet, brushless DC motors, switched reluctance motors, and induction motors.

The following information will help you through the challenges and solutions for characterizing and testing high power semiconductors used in automotive circuits and the major electrical automotive power systems.
Testing New, High Power Semiconductor Devices, Components, and Modules

The onset of advanced electronic technologies and hybrid/electric vehicles has resulted in the design of more efficient semiconductor devices and integrated circuits. Power semiconductor devices are used as switches, control devices, and sources of power in applications such as motor control, voltage regulation, and power conversion. These devices offer lower leakage, lower ON resistance, or both, creating new and increasingly demanding requirements for test and measurements.

Test instrumentation must now be capable of characterizing significantly higher rated voltages, peak currents, and switching frequencies. Breakdown and leakage test are typically performed at 2–3 times the level of the rated or operating voltage. When the devices are in the ON state, they have to pass through tens or hundreds of amps with minimal loss; when they are OFF, they have to block thousands of volts with minimal leakage currents. At the same time, semiconductor technology is being advanced so that it can operate at much higher frequencies to further drive efficiencies.

Each type of semiconductor device or component has a set of parameters that must be tested for complete evaluation and characterization.

- **Diodes & Rectifiers**
  - Forward Voltage (Vf)
  - Reverse Voltage (Vr)
  - Reverse Leakage (Ir)

- **MOSFETS & JFETS**
  - Family of Curves (Vds-Id)
  - Transfer characteristics (Vgs-Id)
  - On-resistance (Rdson)
  - Breakdown voltages (BVdss, BVdg)
  - Leakage Currents (Idss, Igss)

- **Bipolar Transistor & IGBTs**
  - Saturation Voltage (Vcesat)
  - Family of Curves (Vce-Ic)
  - Breakdown Voltages (Vceo, Vebo, Vcbo)
  - Leakage Currents (Ices, Iebo)
  - DC Current Gain (hfe)

- **Triacs & SCRs etc.**
  - Blocking Voltages (Vdrm, Vrrm)
  - Leakage Currents (Idrm, Igss)
  - Holding Current (Ih)
  - Latching Current (Ik)

---

Get advice for your application. **Send us your question** or join the discussion in our **application forum**.
Complete Solutions for Power Device Characterization in Automotive Applications

Characterizing and testing today’s high power semiconductor devices and components is placing a high demand on test equipment. Device design engineers need equipment that can support them throughout the complete lifecycle of a power device. Today, high power characterization systems are available in two main forms — complete turnkey systems and building blocks that must be configured by the user and completed with good software. Turnkey systems can be set up and running quickly, but they can be quite expensive and limited in the breadth of testing that can be performed.

Keithley’s High Power Parametric Curve Tracer (PCT) Configurations and source measure unit (SMU) instruments are ideal for characterizing a variety of power devices in automotive applications:
- Incoming inspection of power MOSFETs and IGBTs
- Failure analysis
- Characterization of new prototype devices
- Testing Gallium Nitride (GaN) and Silicon Carbide (SiC) devices
- Testing LEDs

Keithley’s Parametric Curve Tracer configurations are complete solutions configured with a variety of high quality instruments, cables, test fixturing, and software, offering the advantages of easy upgrading or modification to meet changing test needs. Additionally, these instruments and accessories can be used across different test system platforms, such as for reliability or device qualification testing.

Parametric Curve Trace configurations include everything necessary for the characterization engineer to develop a complete test system quickly. The configurations support both parametric and trace test modes, thus including the best of a curve tracer and a parameter analyzer.

Download the Parametric Curve Tracer Configurations Data Sheet.

View our webinar Testing Modern Power Semiconductor Devices Requires a Modern Curve Tracer.

Get advice for your application. Send us your question or join the discussion in our application forum.
Characterizing Device ON- and OFF-State: Testing the ON-resistance ($R_{DS(on)}$)

A MOSFET in power converters is used as a high speed switch, where the conducting channel between drain and source is either ON (i.e., very low resistance) or OFF (i.e., very low leakage.) The ON and OFF states are controlled by the voltage on the gate contact.

ON-resistance is the key determinant of the conduction loss of the power MOSFET.

Test challenges include:

- Pulse testing capability, including pulse verification
- Precise low voltage measurements
- Kelvin connections
- Low inductance, low resistance cables

Measuring ON-resistance requires the use of two source measure unit (SMU) instruments: one SMU instrument drives the gate into the ON state and a second SMU instrument pulses a defined current at the drain and measures the resulting voltage. ON-resistance is calculated using Ohm’s Law and the programmed drain current and measured drain voltage. ON-resistance of a power MOSFET is often characterized as a function of drain current or gate voltage. Using software, both SMU instruments can be triggered and swept so that this measurement is performed within a single test.

Shown here are the results for ON-resistance of a power MOSFET as measured as a function of drain current for two gate voltages.
Unmatched Performance for Characterizing and Testing High Power, High Current Components

The Model 2651A High Power/High Current System SourceMeter® Instrument simplifies characterizing today’s challenging high power electronics with unprecedented power, precision, speed, flexibility, and ease of use. It combines a highly flexible, four quadrant voltage and current source/load with precision voltage and current meters.

ON-resistance is the key determinant of the conduction loss of the power MOSFET. Test challenges include:

- Source or sink 2,000W of pulsed power (±40V, ±50A), 200W of DC power (±10V@±20A, ±20V@±10A, ±40V@±5A)
- Easily connect two units (in series or parallel) to create solutions up to ±100A or ±80V
- 1pA resolution enables precise measurement of very low leakage currents
- 1μs per point (1MHz), continuous 18-bit sampling, accurately characterizes transient behavior

Choice of Digitizing or Integrating Measurement Modes

With the Model 2651A, you can choose from either digitizing or integrating measurement modes for precise characterization of both transient and steady-state behavior. Two independent ADCs define each mode - one for current and the other for voltage - which run simultaneously for accurate source readback without sacrificing test throughput. The digitizing measurement mode’s 18-bit ADCs can support continuous one microsecond-per-point sampling, making it ideal for waveform capture and measuring transient characteristics with high precision. The integrating measurement mode, based on 22-bit ADCs, supports applications that demand the highest possible measurement accuracy and resolution. This ensures precise measurements of the very low currents and voltages common in next-generation devices.

Unmatched Performance for Characterizing and Testing High Power, High Current Components

The embedded TSP controller and TSP-Link interface in each System SourceMeter® instrument make it easy to link multiple Model 2651As and other Series 2600B instruments to create an integrated test system with up to 64 channels. Precision timing and tight channel synchronization are guaranteed with built-in 500ns trigger controllers. The fully isolated, independent channels of Series 2600A instruments allow true SMU-per-pin testing without the power and/or channel limitations of mainframe-based systems.

Download the Model 2651A Data Sheet.

A single Model 2651A unit can source and sink up to ±40V and ±50A. Connect two units in parallel via the built-in TSP-Link® expansion bus to extend the system’s current range to 100A or connect them in series to expand the voltage range to 80V. The embedded Test Script Processor (TSP®) included simplifies testing by allowing you to address multiple units as a single instrument so that they act in concert. The built-in trigger controller can synchronize the operation of all linked channels to within 500 nanoseconds.
Characterizing Device ON- and OFF-State: Off-State Characterization

For an adequate understanding of all overall product efficiency, the impact of the device on the overall circuit when the device is turned off must be investigated, as well. Two primary DC tests are performed when the device is off: breakdown voltages and leakage currents.

Breakdown Voltages
A device’s OFF-state breakdown voltage determines the maximum voltage that can be applied to it. The primary withstand voltage of interest to power management product designers is the breakdown voltage between drain and source of a MOSFET or between the collector and emitter of an IGBT or BJT. For a MOSFET, the gate can be either shorted or forced into a “hard” OFF state, such as by applying a negative voltage to an n-type device or a positive voltage to a p-type device. This is a very simple test that can be performed using one or two SMU instruments. The lower power SMU instrument is connected to the gate and forces the transistor off. It can force 0V for a gate shorted test or force a user-specified bias voltage. A high voltage SMU instrument, such as Keithley’s Model 2657A, forces current the drain and measures the resulting drain voltage.

Leakage Currents
Leakage current is the level of current that flows through two terminals of a device even when the device is off. Minimizing leakage current minimizes power loss when the device is off. This power is consumed by the device and is not output to the load and, therefore, contributes to power inefficiency. When using a transistor or diode to switch or rectify, it’s important to make a clear distinction between ON and OFF states; a lower leakage current equates with a better switch. While testing a device’s OFF state, it is generally desirable to test the gate leakage current and drain, or collector, leakage current. For power devices, these values are typically within the nanoamp or microamp ranges, so they can be measured using the sensitive current measurement capabilities of a SMU instrument, which are greatly beneficial when testing devices made of wide bandgap materials such as silicon carbide (SiC), gallium nitride (GaN), and aluminum nitride (AIN), which typically have higher breakdown voltages and lower leakage currents than do silicon devices.

A plot of OFF-state drain voltage vs. drain current results for a commercially available SiC power MOSFET as the drain voltage is swept while the transistor is in the OFF state.
Characterize and Test High Voltage Components and Power Semiconductors

The Model 2657A High Power/High Voltage System SourceMeter® Instrument adds high voltage to Keithley’s SourceMeter SMU instruments family of high speed, precision source measurement units.

- Source or sink up to 3000V @ 20mA or 1500V @ 120mA to capture important parametric data that other equipment can’t
- 1fA (femtoamp) current measurement resolution for measuring the low leakage requirements of next-generation devices
- Power semiconductor device characterization and testing
- Characterization of GaN, SiC, and other compound materials and devices
- Breakdown and leakage testing to 3kV
- Characterization of sub-millisecond transients

Like the Model 2651A, the Model 2657A features dual 22-bit precision ADCs and dual 18-bit 1μs per point digitizers for high accuracy and high speed transient capture. It includes TSP® Express characterization software, LabVIEW® driver, and Keithley’s Test Script Builder software development environment.

The dual high speed A/D converters sample as fast as 1μs per point, enabling full simultaneous characterization of both voltage and current.

Want assistance, a quote, or to place an order? Contact us online.
Verifying Battery Performance

The heart of the electric vehicle and hybrid system is the battery. Batteries need to have a high energy density, light weight, high capacity to maximize travel distance between charges, reliability, and competitive costs. Today, NiMH and Li-ion batteries are the battery technologies of choice with EV and hybrid automotive manufacturers. Extensive research is going into new battery technologies and battery construction.

Since the battery power also impacts vehicle starting, acceleration, and mileage, battery performance characterization is essential for quantifying vehicle performance. Determining battery performance involves making the following types of measurements:

- Discharge cycling under varying loads
- Charge cycle characterization
- Battery temperature monitoring
- Battery internal resistance measurements

Testing the characteristics of an automotive battery requires DC power, voltage, and current meters, as well as a digital electronic load; and all instruments must have sufficient accuracy to meet demanding test requirements. Using a minimum number of instruments to perform battery testing simplifies test setup, reduces programming time, and saves test system size.

Download this application note for concepts on using an SMU for: **Battery Discharge/Charge Cycling.**
SMU Instruments – One, Tightly-Integrated Solution for I-V Testing of Batteries

Keithley’s source measure unit (SMU) instruments provide a fully-integrated, four-quadrant, all-in-one solution for testing of batteries. Keithley SMUs are electronic loads for characterizing battery discharge. SMUs can either source current or source voltage for charging batteries and analyzing the batteries charge cycle. Keithley has an extensive range of SMUs with the following range of capabilities:

- Source and measure up to 3kV or 50A pulse, with best-in-class low current resolution
- Up to 2000W pulse or 200W DC power
- Precision 6 ½-digit current, voltage, and resistance measurements
- Waveform and pulse generator
- Source either bipolar voltage or current
- Precision electronic load with constant voltage and constant current sinking

For monitoring temperature, for testing a number of batteries, or for battery test applications that require high throughput, consider Keithley’s Series 2700 and Series 3706A integrated digital multimeter/switch/data logger systems. The Series 2700 combines precision measurement, switching, and control in a single, tightly-integrated enclosure for either rack mount or bench-top applications used by data loggers. These products are ideal for data logging and signal routing applications. The Series 2700 offers two- and five-slot models, as well as an Ethernet-based model for high speed and long distance communication. The Series 3706A DMM/Switch System includes a high performance DMM with six slots and can support up to 576 two-wire multiplexer channels for unrivaled density and per-channel costs.
Verifying External Charging Performance

Charging stations must convert AC line power to DC voltage and current to charge the battery. To supply sufficient power at the appropriate rate to single or multiple automotive batteries, electric vehicle charging stations are effectively power supplies that operate from single phase or 3-phase AC power sources. These supplies must be as efficient as possible. Testing charging station performance requires analysis of:

- AC power consumption
- Power factor
- Current harmonics compliance with IEC Standard IEC61000-3-2, Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
- Standby or idle power consumption
- DC output power
- Efficiency

Research may lead to contactless charging methods such as inductive power transfer. In this case, power must be measured accurately at frequencies greater than 100kHz.

Verifying External Charging Performance

Charging Controller

Charger Output

Power Capture Resonator

Power Source Resonator

Download the application note: Fundamentals of AC Power Measurements to learn more about power conversion and power analysis.

Read the application note: Power Supply Measurements to learn more.

Get advice for your application. Send us your question or join the discussion in our application forum.
Verifying Battery Management System Performance

Monitoring of the battery and communicating its condition is critical to ensuring reliable vehicle performance and determining when an electric vehicle battery needs to be re-charged. The battery is monitored by the battery management system which performs the following functions:

- Real time monitoring of battery status
  - Voltage output, load current, temperature,
  - State of charge (SOC) and state of health (SOH)
- Cell balancing
- Controlling the charge process
- Communication of the battery status to display systems and vehicle control systems

The battery management system’s performance and functionality must be thoroughly tested requiring a full complement of test instrumentation. Of major importance is verifying the quality of the data transferred on the communication bus to other vehicle systems. One protocol used in automobiles is the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus.

Tektronix oscilloscopes have built-in signal and protocol analysis in many of their oscilloscopes for verifying the quality of automotive bus interfaces.

Automatically decode serial bus information in correlation to the live signal in an easy to read format.

Get advice for your application. Send us your question or join the discussion in our application forum.

Download the application note: Measurement, Debug, and Analysis for Embedded Automotive Designs
Circuits in automobiles do not operate with a source that outputs a constant voltage. The power source is a battery that can be simplistically modeled as an ideal voltage source with an internal resistance. The larger the current draw from the battery, the higher the voltage drop across the internal resistance. The actual output voltage is reduced by the voltage drop across the internal resistance.

When motors are energized, high in-rush currents are drawn from the battery resulting in a substantial drop in the battery output voltage. The circuits powered by the battery must be able to continue to operate when the battery voltage drops. Thus these circuits need to be tested with a source that can simulate the response of a battery. A power supply that can emulate the output of a battery under dynamic load changes is needed to test automotive circuits so they can be tested under the most realistic conditions.

Testing Automotive Circuits under Realistic Operating Conditions

Get advice for your application. Send us your question or join the discussion in our application forum.
Solutions for Simulating Power Sources in Automotive Test

Keithley DC power supplies and source measure unit (SMU) instruments can supply precision voltage levels and specific waveforms to simulate automotive test waveforms.

The Series 2200 Programmable Single-Channel DC Power Supplies includes a list mode feature to create a series of voltage steps and define custom test sequences of up to 80 steps. This makes it easy to perform tests such as analyzing how your circuit- or device-under-test performs at each voltage level within a range of voltages.

Keithley’s SMU instruments have programmable source-measure delay sequences that can generate custom waveforms. These instruments can be great alternatives to power supplies for simulating a wide range of battery responses in medium (<100W) and high power (>1kW) I-V testing.

Learn more about Keithley’s DC Precision Power Supplies.

Learn more about Keithley’s SMU instruments.

Want assistance, a quote, or to place an order? Contact us online.
DC-DC Converters in hybrid and EV vehicles provide power to the motor drive circuit, the power steering, lighting, and console controls, and the entertainment/infotainment system. These circuits must provide a constant voltage output under all conditions of load current variation and input voltage variation. These DC-DC converters must be designed for high efficiency, electromagnetic susceptibility and interference, high voltage isolation, temperature management, environmental stress, and small size and weight. Much research and development is going into new DC-DC converter designs to meet the challenges of the automotive environment.

Characterizing DC-DC converter performance includes:

- Load and line regulation testing
- Efficiency
- Output noise and ripple
- Turn-on time
- EMI testing
- Thermal testing

A number of important measurements can be done with just two instruments, an oscilloscope and a source measure unit.

MSO/DPO5000 Series

- Windows 7 Ultimate 64-bit operating system and touchscreen display.
- Over 350 available trigger combinations, including setup/hold serial packet and parallel data.

Download the application note: Simplifying DC-DC Converter Characterization with a Series 2600B System SourceMeter® SMU Instrument and a MSO/DPO-5000 or DPO-7000 Series Scope

Get advice for your application. Send us your question or join the discussion in our application forum.
The drive train circuit must convert battery voltage to a high DC voltage through a DC-DC conversion and then convert the DC voltage to 3-phase AC output with an inverter circuit. The challenges include creating phase and frequency-stable, AC control waveforms, efficient power conversion, temperature management, and minimally-distorted sinusoidal waveforms.

Key measurements needed to analyze drivetrain motor control electronics are:
- Total output power, voltage, current, and power factor
- Output power, voltage, current, and power factor at the fundamental frequency
- Harmonic power and harmonic component voltage magnitudes
- Output signal frequency
- Efficiency

Read the application note: Fundamentals of Three-Phase Power Measurements

PA4000 Power Analyzer – 0.01% Four-channel Wattmeter
- One-click pulse width modulation mode
- Dynamic frequency tracking
  - Proprietary technique to avoid the problems of zero-crossing detection
- 30A and 1A inputs
  - 1A input optimized for transducers to eliminate common-mode errors
Determining Motor Output Performance

The motor must efficiently convert the electric drive power it receives from the motor control system into mechanical power to propel the vehicle at the desired speed. Torque and speed are the parameters necessary to assess motor functionality. In addition, the efficiency of the complete drive train-motor system needs to be assessed to determine the overall vehicle performance.

Tektronix has an outstanding measurement solution for testing the drivetrain motor control electronics and the motor, and the solution is all in just one instrument, the Model PA4000 Power Analyzer, a 4-channel wattmeter with 0.01% accuracy. This sophisticated instrument measures:

- V, I, VA, VAR, Watts, PF, Phase Angle, Harmonics, W-Hr, and other parameters with outstanding accuracy
- Voltages up to 2000Vpeak and currents up to 200Apeak
- Three-phase or single-phase systems
- Power conversion efficiency
- Up to the 100th harmonic of a voltage or current waveform

The Model PA4000 has the following additional superior functionality for testing the automotive drivetrain:

- Pulse width modulation measurement mode for analyzing PWM drive systems
  - Includes dynamic frequency detection that ensures stable and accurate measurements on noisy PWM drive waveforms
- 1MHz bandwidth for capturing high frequency harmonics
- Classical discrete Fourier transform, not fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis to compute accurate low-level power harmonics for drive and motor optimization
- Auxiliary inputs for acquisition of signals from torque and speed transducers that enable the determination of mechanical power and system efficiency
- Accurate measurements on non-sinusoidal waveforms with crest factors as high as ten
- Accurate measurements in the presence of high common mode voltages

Read the application note Power Analysis of PWM Motor Drives to learn more.
PA4000 Power Analyzers deliver highly accurate, multi-channel power, energy, and efficiency measurements. Precisely-matched inputs, unique Spiral Shunt™ technology, and advanced signal processing deliver high accuracy even with highly modulated waveforms and crest factors as high as 10. The versatile PA4000 offers comprehensive power measurements. Dual current shunts provide optimal resolution from microwatts to kilowatts. Harmonics analysis up to the 100th harmonic, and motor analysis with torque and speed inputs are included in the standard instrument. Every PA4000 comes with multiple PC interfaces, PC software, and USB flash drive support to help you collect and analyze data.

- One to four input modules allow several configurations to match your application
- High measurement accuracy of 0.01% (basic voltage & current accuracy) for demanding test requirements
- Dual internal current shunts for each module maximize accuracy for high- and low-current measurements
- Unique Spiral Shunt™ design maintains stability over variations in current, temperature, etc. (patent applied for)
- Proprietary frequency detection algorithms ensure rock-solid frequency tracking even on noisy waveforms
- Application-specific test modes simplify instrument setup and reduce the likelihood of user error
- Easy data export to USB flash drive or remote PC software, for reporting and/or remote control
- Many standard features such as comm ports and harmonic analysis eliminate costly upgrade options

Learn more about the Model PA4000 Power Analyzer.
Accurate and Versatile Single-Phase Power and Energy Measurements

The PA1000 Power Analyzer is your best choice for making precision power measurements on single-phase power supplies and all types of products connected to the AC line. Whether you need to test for compliance with energy-usage regulations such as Energy Star™, or simply need to characterize your product’s overall power-conversion performance and efficiency, the PA1000 offers the most modern and complete test solution with performance and features unmatched by other single-phase analyzers.

- Bright color graphics display makes instrument setup and data readout easy
- Dual internal current shunts maximize accuracy for high- and low-current measurements
- Application-specific test modes simplify instrument setup and reduce the likelihood of user error
- Easy data export to USB flash drive or remote PC software, for reporting and analysis
- PWRVIEW PC software provides fully-automated compliance testing to IEC 62301 requirements
- Many standard features such as GPIB, USB, Ethernet, and harmonic analysis eliminate costly upgrade options

Learn more about the PA1000 Power Analyzer.

Want assistance, a quote, or to place an order? Contact us online.
Tektronix and Keithley maintain a comprehensive, constantly-expanding collection of application notes, technical briefs, and other resources to help engineers stay on the cutting edge of technology. For further information, please visit www.tektronix.com or www.keithley.com.